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A complete Step-by-Step guide to Painting and Finishing Armor Models
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The inspiration for this building came from the period
photo above in France 1944. I visited Normandy
years ago and my stay there further inspired my
interest for the D-Day campaign and the French
architecture. This building is what most structures
look like in older Normandy. Still to this day you can
explore the area using Google earth and see many
buildings In Normandy that have not changed much
at all. Use the street view on Google earth to drive
the roads where many battles took place.
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All the walls are drawn onto sheet plastic then
scribed with a x-acto knife and cut by bending to
snap the plastic apart.
I studied the reference photos to come to a close
size and shape of the building structure using
1/35 scale solider figure to scale as best as
possible.
All walls sections are glued together with Testors
liquid plastic cement.
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Magic-Sculp 2 part modeling clay is used to create
the stone walls. I mix it with a little less hardener so
drying time is not as fast, giving me plenty of time to
work before it drys hard.
Here you see it spread out in a thin layer about
1/16” thick just using my ﬁngers. I work in one
section at a time. Once dry I work on another
section of the wall.
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Once the putty is spread out a old tooth brush is
used to ﬂatten out the putty and add texture.
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I use a old dental tool to sculpt in the stone
road but a tooth pick will work as well.
Study photos of stonewalls in France before
doing this and keep in mind the scale you are
working in.
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A random staggered pattern is good but don’t
be exactly perfect and measure because you
want a natural look.
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Once again the old tooth brush is used to add
texture and ﬂatten out the stones making the
cracks tighter. This step really helps make the
cracks more to scale size.
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The shingles are cut from thin sheet styrene and
glued into place with Testors liquid plastic cement.
Start gluing them on at the bottom overlapping as
you work up the roof. Trim off the excess once dry.
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Once dry they are painted flat black.
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Next the wall is
painted using various
earth colors. Some of
the stones are picked
out and paint lighter
or darker shades.
Note the red brick
color shades.
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Next step is a dark wash. AK045 DARK WASH FOR
GREEN VEHICLES. I added a dark wash to the stone
wall areas. This is an enamel product and can be
thinned using AK049 ODORLESS THINNER.
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Once the wall wash
has dried it is turned
on its side and a
wash is made of AK
738 WHITE thinned
with just water. Once
applied let dry.

The effect after the wash has dried.
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The base is a plastic 8”x10” clear
picture frame sold in most arts
and craft stores. These frames
only coast a few dollars making it
a great foundation for the display
base. Being made of plastic works
great for gluing other plastic items
to it.

Final Model

A few sheets of sheet styrene are
needed to build the street that help
set this scene. Note the strip of
styrene used for the side walk.
All of pieces were cut with a xacto
knife and straight edge.
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Magic-Sculp 2 part modeling clay is used again to create the
stone side walk. I mix it with a little less hardener so drying
time is not as fast, giving me plenty of time to work before it
drys hard.
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Here you see it spread out in a thin layer about 1/16” thick just
using my ﬁngers. Below you see the stone detail added with a
old dental tool.
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Once the stones are complete a old tooth brush is used to ﬂatten out the
putty and add texture.
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Magic-Sculp 2 part modeling clay is used
again to create the stone street. I mix it with
a little less hardener so drying time is not as
fast, giving me plenty of time to work before it
drys hard.
Small balls of putty in various small sizes are
placed in a randomly over the base street
section. Make sure you make the pattern
random and make different size stones.
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Once the stones are in place a old tooth brush
is used to ﬂatten out the putty and add texture.
Below is a actual photo of Cobblestones
pavement of early streets.
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Once the stones have been placed and
have dried complexly. Vinyl Spackling
is spread over the stones filling in all
around them.
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The spackle has been
completely spread over the
stone road, smoothed out and
dried completely.
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AK788 MEDIUM BROWN
ACRYLIC COLOR is air
brushed on the ground
section next.

The base is painted flat black.

Next step is a dark wash. AK045 DARK WASH FOR
GREEN VEHICLES. I added a dark wash to the stone
road, roof shingles and ground work area bind the
wall. This is an enamel product and was thinned using
AK049 ODORLESS THINNER.
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Final Model

Once the stone road
wash has dried a wash
is made of AK 738
WHITE thinned with
just water. I did this to
tune the dark contrast
look the road had to
the wall and made a
faded worn look to tie
the wall and the road
together.
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AK736 SPANISH GREEN ACRYLIC
COLOR is air brushed on the grass areas
of the base next.

Static Grass Flock is now applied with white glue. The
color of the grass you use does not matter because you
will be painting it. Just add a small section to the base at
a time. Once it is dry brush off the excess that does not
adhere with a old tooth brush.
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Vegetation being high-lighted with basic
earth shades. Just use a very small
amount of oil paint on your brush. Just
touch the ends. This gives the vegetation
a look of dead drying leaves on the tips of
it and adds contrast and realism.
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2 each DML Dragon 88mm ammo crates are pressed into the putty
before it completely drys..
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Behind the building wall is a small area I could detail and make
another scene.

Fine sand is sprinkled over the potty and next a old tooth brush is
used to add more texture to the ground work.
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AK788 MEDIUM
BROWN ACRYLIC
COLOR is air brushed on
the road section next.
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Next the stone road is painted
using various earth colors. Some
of the stones are picked out and
paint lighter or darker shades. this
really adds depth.
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I wanted to re-create the sign on my reference photo. I put the
photo in Adobe Photoshop. I then enhanced and colorized the
photo the best I could. Then the final sign was scaled to fit the
building and printed on a color printer. The sign was then cut
out and glue to a piece of card stock and then cut and glued to
the building.

The paper trash is just a small piece of
paper cut to size, crumbled up and glued
down with white glue. I added a light
wash it to give it some tone.

Next I added some scale leaves. These leaves are very small and found on a plant
that grows locally were I live. They are attached with white glue and some are glued
randomly in the road. Scale leaves are also available on-line from other sources.
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The figure is from Apline
35121 Balthasar “Bobby” Woll 1944
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